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BMC SecOps
Solutions

Proactively mitigate security risks
with automation and holistic visibility

INCREASING THREATS

FEATURES

To compete in the digital era, organizations need to deliver new and innovative
applications at a much faster pace and cope with exponentially growing data volume.
Meeting these demands significantly increases complexity across the IT environment,
while generating enormous amounts of data inspires hackers to become much
bolder in their attempts to breach systems. This is a pivotal time for IT leaders, who
must find a way to meet soaring customer expectations, comply with the rapidly
growing number of complex regulatory standards, and defend their IT infrastructure
against the increasing volume and scope of cyber threats.

Compliance Controls

CHALLENGES

Service and Operational Analytics

Many organizations are discovering that the tools, processes, and teams tasked with
protecting their IT infrastructure are not able to cope effectively with the rising tide
of attacks. Hackers are taking the path of least resistance, exploiting known
vulnerabilities that simply haven’t been patched yet.

• Ensure continuous compliance with a full

cycle of system discovery, monitoring,
remediation, and integrated change control
Security View of Operational Plans
• Visualize how quickly risks will be

eliminated with graphical views of planned
operations actions, predictive SLAs, and
burn-downs
• Address risks based on policy and impact

to ensure the most critical issues are fixed
first, uptime is protected, and stability
is maintained
Blind Spot Protection
• Identify assets that are unmonitored and

BMC SOLUTION
BMC SecOps solutions automate prioritization and remediation of the most
critical vulnerabilities or compliance violations. By combining vital context with
unprecedented visibility into data center assets and their relationships, BMC SecOps
solutions help improve productivity and scalability by breaking through functional
silos to incorporate security into operational processes. Enterprise-grade
remediation for known and unknown threats protects network uptime and
maintains stability.

potentially exposed, and automatically
map dependencies

BENEFITS
Agile Execution
• Accelerate remediation of vulnerabilities

while driving operational excellence with
automation to avoid security incidents
Integrated Visibility
• Enable coordination between security and

Multi-Tier
Remediation

SECURITY AND
COMPLIANCE

Vulnerability
Intelligence
Blind Spot
Detection
Business
Compliance
Intelligence

operations teams fueled by integrated and
holistic visibility into risks, impacts, and
operational plans
Rigorous Controls
• Gain visibility, consistency, and reliability

across processes to increase speed, reduce
errors, and simplify governance

BMC SECOPS SOLUTIONS
TrueSight Vulnerability Management

Discovery

TrueSight Vulnerability Management delivers a security solution
that provides critical information to enable security and
operations teams to effectively attack risk in their environment.
It remains the only automation solution that natively integrates
vulnerability scan data with operations data, which ultimately
allows for automatic, enterprise-grade remediation.

Continuously discover the hardware, applications, storage,
databases, and other components that make up your data
center and map the relationships between them automatically
with agentless discovery.

TrueSight Server Automation
TrueSight Server Automation quickly and securely provisions,
configures, patches, and maintains physical, virtual, and
cloud servers.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about BMC SecOps solutions,
please visit bmc.com/secops

Customer Spotlight

Background: Transamerica Life Insurance Company, part of the Aegon Group, provides a variety of financial services-from life
insurance to retirement plans-to more than 20 million people worldwide.
Challenge: Transamerica’s Global IT organization was faced with the task of maintaining and demonstrating compliance with
multiple standards quickly while consuming as few resources as possible.
BMC SecOps Solution: Global IT is leveraging TrueSight Server Automation and Remedy Service Management Suite to power
an intelligent closed-loop compliance process that validates compliance; identifies, fixes, and revalidates out-of-compliance
servers; and creates audit reports.
Results: The closed-loop compliance process has slashed resolution times for compliance issues from days or even weeks to
minutes. The compliance process has also reduced the auditing preparation effort from six people working for a week, to one
person spending just a few hours

BMC delivers software solutions that help IT transform digital enterprises for the ultimate competitive business
advantage. We have worked with thousands of leading companies to create and deliver powerful IT management
BMC helps customers run and reinvent their businesses with open, scalable, and modular solutions to complex IT problems. Bringing
services. From mainframe to cloud to mobile, we pair high-speed digital innovation with robust IT industrialization—
both unmatched experience in optimization and limitless passion for innovation to technologies from mainframe to mobile to cloud
allowing our customers to provide amazing user experiences with optimized IT performance, cost, compliance, and
and beyond, BMC helps more than 10,000 customers worldwide reinvent, grow, and build for the future success of their enterprises.
productivity. We believe that technology is the heart of every business, and that IT drives business to the digital age.
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